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About This Content

From up-and-coming music artist MoppySound, songs and effects designed to fit the light novel genre.

Provided in both m4a and ogg formats, this pack includes:

40 BGM tracks

6 BGS tracks

53 ME tracks

52 SE tracks

▼How to import

Open the resource manager, click on the DLC button and look for the tracks in the Light Novel Standard Music folder.

■Tracklist

＜BGM＞
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 1. LNSM_BGM01_Theme1
 2. LNSM_BGM02_Theme2
 3. LNSM_BGM03_Theme3

 4. LNSM_BGM04_Morning1
 5. LNSM_BGM05_Morning2
 6. LNSM_BGM06_Evening1
 7. LNSM_BGM07_Evening2

 8. LNSM_BGM08_Afternoon1
 9. LNSM_BGM09_Afternoon2

10. LNSM_BGM10_Night1
11. LNSM_BGM11_Night2

12. LNSM_BGM12_Night_Sky1
13. LNSM_BGM13_Night_Sky2

14. LNSM_BGM14_Ending1
15. LNSM_BGM15_Ending2
16. LNSM_BGM16_Angry1

17. LNSM_BGM17_Angry2_comical
18. LNSM_BGM18_Angry3_comical_slow

19. LNSM_BGM19_Comical1
20. LNSM_BGM20_Comical2_slow

21. LNSM_BGM21_Sad1
22. LNSM_BGM22_Sad2

23. LNSM_BGM23_Foolish
24. LNSM_BGM24_High_Tension

25. LNSM_BGM25_Holiday1
26. LNSM_BGM26_Holiday2
27. LNSM_BGM27_Holiday3

28. LNSM_BGM28_Park1
29. LNSM_BGM29_Park2

30. LNSM_BGM30_Weakness1
31. LNSM_BGM31_Weakness2

32. LNSM_BGM32_Slowly1
33. LNSM_BGM33_Slowly2
34. LNSM_BGM34_Slowly3
35. LNSM_BGM35_Sence1
36. LNSM_BGM36_Sence2
37. LNSM_BGM37_Sence3
38. LNSM_BGM38_Sence4
39. LNSM_BGM39_Sence5
40. LNSM_BGM40_Sence6

＜BGS＞

 1. LNSM_BGS1_Rain1
 2. LNSM_BGS2_Rain2
 3. LNSM_BGS3_Wind

 4. LNSM_BGS4_Ambience
 5. LNSM_BGS5_Heartbeat
 6. LNSM_BGS6_Telephone

＜ME＞

 1. LNSM_ME01_Happy1
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 2. LNSM_ME02_Happy2
 3. LNSM_ME03_Happy3
 4. LNSM_ME04_Happy4
 5. LNSM_ME05_Sleep1
 6. LNSM_ME06_Sleep2
 7. LNSM_ME07_Sleep3
 8. LNSM_ME08_Shock1
 9. LNSM_ME09_Shock2
10. LNSM_ME10_Shock3
11. LNSM_ME11_Shock4
12. LNSM_ME12_Shock5

13. LNSM_ME13_Comical1
14. LNSM_ME14_Comical2
15. LNSM_ME15_Comical3
16. LNSM_ME16_Fanfare1
17. LNSM_ME17_Fanfare2
18. LNSM_ME18_Fanfare3
19. LNSM_ME19_Fanfare4
20. LNSM_ME20_Fanfare5
21. LNSM_ME21_Fanfare6
22. LNSM_ME22_Mystery1
23. LNSM_ME23_Mystery2
24. LNSM_ME24_Mystery3
25. LNSM_ME25_Pleasure1
26. LNSM_ME26_Pleasure2
27. LNSM_ME27_Pleasure3
28. LNSM_ME28_Pleasure4
29. LNSM_ME29_Pleasure5
30. LNSM_ME30_Pleasure6
31. LNSM_ME31_ItemGet1
32. LNSM_ME32_ItemGet2

33. LNSM_ME33_Scary1
34. LNSM_ME34_Scary2
35. LNSM_ME35_Scary3

36. LNSM_ME36_Temptation1
37. LNSM_ME37_Temptation2
38. LNSM_ME38_Temptation3
39. LNSM_ME39_Temptation4
40. LNSM_ME40_Temptation5
41. LNSM_ME41_Temptation6
42. LNSM_ME42_Temptation7

43. LNSM_ME43_Find1
44. LNSM_ME44_Find2
45. LNSM_ME45_Find3

46. LNSM_ME46_Confusion1
47. LNSM_ME47_Confusion2
48. LNSM_ME48_Confusion3

49. LNSM_ME49_Inn1
50. LNSM_ME50_Inn2
51. LNSM_ME51_Inn3

52. LNSM_ME52_Horror1
53. LNSM_ME53_Horror2

＜SE＞
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 1. LNSM_SE01_Sense1
 2. LNSM_SE02_Sense2
 3. LNSM_SE03_Sense3
 4. LNSM_SE04_Sense4
 5. LNSM_SE05_Sense5
 6. LNSM_SE06_Sense6
 7. LNSM_SE07_Sense7
 8. LNSM_SE08_Sense8
 9. LNSM_SE09_Sense9

10. LNSM_SE10_Sense10
11. LNSM_SE11_Sense11
12. LNSM_SE12_Sense12
13. LNSM_SE13_Select1
14. LNSM_SE14_Select2
15. LNSM_SE15_Select3
16. LNSM_SE16_Select4
17. LNSM_SE17_Select5
18. LNSM_SE18_Select6
19. LNSM_SE19_Select7
20. LNSM_SE20_Select8
21. LNSM_SE21_Select9
22. LNSM_SE22_Select10
23. LNSM_SE23_Error1
24. LNSM_SE24_Error2
25. LNSM_SE25_Error3
26. LNSM_SE26_Foot1
27. LNSM_SE27_Foot2
28. LNSM_SE28_Foot3
29. LNSM_SE29_Foot4
30. LNSM_SE30_Foot5
31. LNSM_SE31_Foot6
32. LNSM_SE32_Foot7
33. LNSM_SE33_Door1
34. LNSM_SE34_Door2
35. LNSM_SE35_Holler1
36. LNSM_SE36_Holler2
37. LNSM_SE37_Holler3
38. LNSM_SE38_Holler4

39. LNSM_SE39_Damage1
40. LNSM_SE40_Damage2
41. LNSM_SE41_Damage3
42. LNSM_SE42_Damage4

43. LNSM_SE43_Alarm
44. LNSM_SE44_Camera1
45. LNSM_SE45_Camera2

46. LNSM_SE46_Glass
47. LNSM_SE47_Cat
48. LNSM_SE48_Dog
49. LNSM_SE49_Car

50. LNSM_SE50_Ambulance
51. LNSM_SE51_School_Chime

52. LNSM_SE52_Thunder
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The good, the bad, and the very ugly...

The good:
+10k GS
+2 fleet strength
Reaper, rank 8 ship, can help you with farming resources for destroyer\/premium\/special ships
+2 weeks licence

The bad:
i really wish they would add some more colour schemes to those DLCs

The very ugly:
overpriced, even at 50%.. After finishing this game 100% and speedruned a lot of levels, I give my opinion about this game.
First of all, you need to love hardcore games otherwise you'll be frustrated even on the first world. This is a very hard platform
2D game inspired by Super Meat Boy but it has his own identity.

Pros:

-Very accurate gameplay, you have several "power" of jump which allows you to be very accurate. There is a float feature that
is very interesting, you can use it to play safer but it'll make you lose time. That's up to you to use it or not !

-There are 4 different worlds and each of them have 9 levels (normal + hard mod), 4 challenges where you have to catch 100
fragments without dying and one boss. Every world has his own theme which make them unique.

-The soundtrack is very enjoyable, considering the fact you spend a lot of time on every level they are maybe a little repetitive
but it didn't disturb me at all.

-There are leadeboards on every level and you can see your own ghost that is your best time on a specific level.

-It is not expensive and you will spend a lot of time dying and learning every level to catch the 560 frangments in the game.
(Great quality\/price ratio).

Cons:

-There is no overall leaderboard combining your overall time on every single level of the game which I think it's a shame
because it's a very good point on this kind of game where you try to do your best on every level.

I'd give a 17\/20 for this game, I can only advise you to play it !. Fun, different and no stranger to some hilarious translation
errors. Do not ask me why this game was chosen over the much more popular and overall superior The Last Blade 2. Still it is
nice to see the first game get some appreciation.
Expect the usual DotEmu port problems but I will recommend this because it is very functional and never gave me bad frame
rates in the couple of hours I played and it is a game. I apologize once again for lack of experience with online play but given
the usual folks working on this port you can expect a functional but pretty bad time where as local play and arcade work just
fine and if you are into fighting games mostly likely you are fine with local play anyway. If not well I guess I cannot recommend
this. Now I like giving SNK my dough but for the asking price of a game that is not hard at all to play by maybe-not-legal means
and is less popular than it's sequel maybe the other form of critism I have for this game is they can tone the price down to 5-6
units of your local money as opposed to 10. That's all I have. Big SNK fan and this game works even if not my preference..
Great story, Huge map, Fun to Play. I mean, it was an okay kind agame. Nothing Special about. But let´s start from the
beginning.
I disliked the music, since it was always the same music all over again, and after a time you get sick of it.
The Sences where the Girls were naked, were kinda ok, but the "female Part" kinda looked of for me.
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I enjoyed the Drawing of the Background and the Girls.
I disliked the Ending.
And many other Things about this game.

If you wanna watch me talke about this game, then I´ve made a Review for it, which you can watch  Here 

All things Said, I think it´s an ok kinda, the price for it though is too high, so I can not recommend the game. At best it´s a
mediocre Visual Novel

I hope you enjoyed this Review and my Video to this game and I hope I see you in my Next Review to a Visual Novel.. Short
pro and con review,

Pros:
- good old strategy with the Blitzkrieg engine
- a lot of new toys (compared with CMC)
- rocket launcher systems ..

Cons:
- .. which are to strong
- every random-fight will be placed on the same map (yes, the same map !)
. UNPLAYABLE!!! There is a huge bug in the game that causes units to seem to stop, then reappear somewhere else on their
planned path. Makes it impossible to play..... Fun combination of clicker and 2D space shooter.
Simple, but very engaging.. I always wait patiently for Viki Spotter games. very good game. 10\/10.
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This game is actually awesome, I had fun. The price is very fair. The only issue I encountered is I got a bit dizzy when It began
moving really fast ( but that's just my personal experience, I don't experioence locomotion in the bestway. After a while I got
used to it.) This game doesn't have too much too offer but what it does it does it well. Few more graphic options and extra levels
would make this game beyond awesome.. half of euro for this thing is good price, but 2,40 is not.
Game is really nice if you have ever played mahjong, and it is harder because of weird 3d perspective.. This game has potential
but is currently let down by some serious flaws. Some good aspects - it's playable, friends can join in easily and it has fully
voiced questions. The big drawback currently is that, as the developers acknowledge, neither of them are artists. The gameshow
set visual isn't great and contributes little as a concept. The interruptions from the "host" between rounds are annoying, the
avatars are few and uninteresting, and the user experience is affected by trying to force the gameshow format. Joining the game
and answering the questions is easy, as it should be. Setting up the format of a session, whether rounds are timed and how points
are decided, is more clumsy. The host doesn't need to voice everything - if a session consists of three rounds of "point hunt", do
we need the host to announce "we are playing point hunt" before every round?. Defines unity as a whole
10/10 would throw my mouse and get 4 kills again. I had fun tossing myself around in zero g, and the first couple times I floated
around an abandoned ship, looking for resources was actually enjoyable. But when I started repeatedly seeing the same ships
pop up and not even being able to scavenge without my ship getting hit by rocks repeatedly, it went from “Oh man, my ship got
hit! I need to hurry back!” to “Again? Really? Can’t I get a moment to just scavenge these ships?”

It’s too easy to break even on food and oxygen even without putting much effort, and the only major goal you have is to build a
shuttle to escape which involves collecting a lot of resources in a fairly boring manner. If it was a game about trying to survive
by going around a bunch of ships, barely clinging on than it would be neat. Instead it’s a base building game where the base
building is too easy, and the method of getting resources is boring and repetitive.. for an early access and that price its pretty
solid. this could turn out to be a true jewel. Best DLC so far, love every minute of it. 10\/10. It's probably alright, just get the
season pass or something idk don't ask me I didn't play it. Achievement Spam. This is the most garbage piece of technology I
own. It has never once not given me a problem. I will smite this little plastic demonic brick with the rage of a thousand gods.
Damn this abomination of creation and Damn those who crafted it.
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